HEADROOM RESTRICTED RAILWAY BRIDGE MAP FOR THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
NATIONAL PRIMARY & SECONDARY ROADS ONLY

IF YOU STRIKE A BRIDGE OR WITNESS A BRIDGE STROKE PHONE THIS NUMBER IMMEDIATELY:
01 855 5454

IMPORTANT NOTES
- The road network throughout the Republic of Ireland is not shown in this publication.
- This map highlights restricted railway bridges on National Primary & Secondary Roads only.
- Arch bridges are highlighted with an asterisk (*).
- The map contains restricted railway bridges not shown in this map publication.

Sample Bridge Plate
UBK W 145
If this bridge is struck by a vehicle
Please Telephone Iarnród Éireann
(01) 855 5454

MAP LEGEND
- Bridge No.
- Road No.
- Bridge Location
- Headroom

Sections of Restricted National Primary & Secondary Roads

Clearance Calculated for 12.19m (40) Long Vehicles.

*Flat Type Bridges

*Arch Type Bridges

Design by drawengine